Amend 33.8.3 - Championship Advancement Criteria

Rationale:

Following the Winter 2016 Board meeting, Rules Committee was directed to put forward this amendment to clarify an ambiguity in the advancement criteria.

In 33.8.3, the requirement is to provide a “List of at least 35 shows licensed by WCC organizations of which at least 10 must be TICA shows where cats have been exhibited, including regions/countries and judges.”

For the 10 shows referred to, the Board agreed that this should be clarified as 10 TICA shows whilst the breed is at the ANB level.

Note that additional TICA shows could be listed as part of the 35 – but these need not be at ANB level.

Pros:

Clarifies the intent of the Rule
Ensures breed has been shown in ANB prior to any advancement

Cons:

Advancement might be prolonged in order to meet the ANB shows requirement

Amend Registration Rule 33.8.3:

33.8.3 List of at least 35 shows licensed by WCC organizations of which at least 10 must be TICA shows where cats have been exhibited whilst the breed is at ANB status, including regions/countries and judges. A show shall be defined as a “show catalog” for this purpose.